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Come to NAPA and prepare for NADA

 Automotive retailers who are looking to develop and execute a strong digital marketing strategy for 
2011 are invited to Napa California, a few days prior to the 2011 NADA Convention, for a very special 
opportunity.

Learn and integrate best practices
to leverage search and social media

for your growth and profitability
in the year ahead.

 I am very proud of the speakers and educators we have lined up for the 2011 Digital Marketing 
Strategies Conference. We have selected leaders in specialty fields like SEO, SEM, Internet Reputation 
Management, Operations, Branding, Social Media, Content Writing, and Advertising. 

 This intimate event is limited in size to ensure that every attendee gets a personalized review of their 
current advertising budgets and marketing strategies by experts in the field.  Attendees will have ample 
time in small classrooms to lean, test, and implement new ideas shared at the conference.

 All workshop rooms will be wired with power strips and Wi-Fi so that everyone can inspect their online 
visibility and the competitive forces in play on the search engines.  Please bring your laptop computer and 
bring along any reports, data, and questions you would like the experts to assist you with at the Conference.
As a bonus, industry peers will be showing the results of what they have been able to accomplish during the 
16-week Automotive SEO Study conducted by PCG Digital Marketing that started on September 1, 2010.  
Hear from Dealer Principals, General Managers, and E-Commerce directors on which digital marketing 
strategies are working for their dealership.

 Dealerships are realizing that they must have a written digital marketing strategy 
for 2011.  Competition is increasing and the search engines are continually changing.  
Social Media and Reputation Management are becoming cornerstones of digital 
marketing. There is no better place than to learn about industry best practices than this 
unique conference experience.

 As the conference ends on Friday February 3rd at 9:00 am, attendees will be taken 
to San Francisco for the start of the 2011 NADA Convention.  Nothing can guarantee success like a solid 
foundation of education, peer case studies, and a clear road map for digital marketing strategies for your 
dealership.

See you in Napa!

Brian Pasch, CEO
 PCG Digital Marketing
 45 W. River Road, Rumson, NJ 07760
 732-450-8200
 www.pcgdigitalmarketing.com
 brian@pcgdigitalmarketing.com
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JD Rucker 
 JD Rucker is Director of New Media at TK Carsites, responsible for research, development, 
and implementation of dealership marketing strategies on search engines and social media.
 JD is also President of Hasai, Inc, a wholly owned subsidiary of TK Carsites that specializes 
in viral marketing campaigns in and out of the automotive industry.
 His works, strategies, and quotes have been seen in hundreds of publications and news 
outlets including NY Times, NPR, and Time.

Jared Hamilton
 Jared Hamilton is the founder of DrivingSales.com, the world’s largest automotive social 
network. He is a 3rd generation dealer that grew up at working at his father’s dealership in 
Silicon Valley, Northern California.
 Jared attended Northwood University where he studied Automotive Marketing/ 
Management and graduated from NADA’s Dealer Candidate Academy and NADA’s Advanced 
Education Program at Babson Collage.
 Jared lead the industry’s largest private study of dealership business models and how 
they have changed due to the influence of the internet and filmed a series of documentaries 
to educate dealers about the online marketplace.  He is a top rated international speaker 
educating businesses about how to tackle their online opportunity.  Jared resides in Sandy Utah with his wife 
and 4 children.

Brian Pasch
 Brian Pasch is the CEO of PCG Digital Marketing and is hosting the 2011 Digital Marketing 
Strategies Conference. Brian is an active writer, educator, and conference speaker on digital 
marketing and search engine optimization strategies for car dealers.
 Brian is a 20 year veteran in consumer direct marketing and founded PCG Digital 
Marketing in 2005 to focus exclusively on winning digital marketing solutions for growing 
industries.  In a short time, PCG Digital Marketing has grown to over 60 employees and serves 
car dealers in the US and Canada.
 PCG Digital Marketing is also the creator of the 2010 Automotive Website Awards which 
recognizes the best search marketing, technology, and designs in automotive websites.  The 
2010 award winners and whitepaper can be downloaded on www.autotomotivewebsiteawards.com.

Sean Wolfington
 Sean Wolfington, chairman and CEO of The Wolfington Companies, is a financier and 
entrepreneur with businesses in the marketing, technology, real estate and film industries. 
 Wolfington currently owns a group of technology and marketing companies in the 
automotive industry. These companies include Level 5 Advertising, Tier 10 Marketing, Vin 
Solutions, the Automotive Advertising Network, Team Velocity, Car-mercial, Call Revu, and the 
American Dream Network. 
 Wolfington founded some of the most successful marketing and consulting companies 
in the automotive industry – Automark and Cyber Car (sold to Reynolds and Reynolds in 
2001) and BZ Results (sold to ADP in 2006). BZ Results was recognized as the “Innovative 
Company of the Year” for pioneering digital marketing in the automotive industry and enabling billions of dollars 
of retail sales over the Internet.
 Wolfington’s companies helped 14 automotive manufacturers, 76 of the top 100 dealer groups and over 
4,000 retailers in 18 countries. Wolfington’s current clients include automotive manufacturers, associations and 
retailers along with global brands, media companies, films and international musicians. Beyond automotive, the 
company has successfully marketed feature films Bella, Blind Side, The Mighty Macs, and architected the entire 
digital marketing strategy for Grammy Award-winning musician Shakira, the most successful mainstream Latino 
artist in the world.
 Wolfington is the chairman of The Wolfington Charitable Foundation which actively supports charities that 
serve the poor, support positive causes and defend the defenseless. In 2008, Wolfington was honored with the 
President’s Service Award for his work to serve others and received the Legacy Award from the National Council 
for Adoption. 
 Wolfington resides on the island of Key Biscayne, Florida with his wife Ana and their four children. 
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Gary May
Gary May, Founder and President of Interactive Marketing and Consulting Services 

(IM@CS) has spent the past 10 plus years involved in different aspects of the automotive 
online space with a focus on dealers and OEM improving their eCommerce, branding, 
interactive content and media.
 Starting in September 2007, IM@CS has specialized in assisting dealers’ online efforts 
including website, CRM, social media, vendor and cost management as well as process and 
core fundamentals from an educational consulting platform. In addition to being awarded 
their first OEM eCommerce education programs, the company added blogging and other 
efforts as well as speaking engagements tailored for dealerships in 2008.
 Gary’s approach is multi-pronged: key management education and adoption, system leverage and 
integration, local market penetration and sustainability, sales mentorship and accountability processes. IM@CS’ 
measurement of success comes from both sustainability and tracked improvements. The company has garnered a 
reputation for on-time delivery, execution around leading-edge technology, appropriate vendor and solution 
introductions and management-down buy-in.
 IM@CS counts some of the US’ and Canada’s top dealership groups as clients over the past three years and 
and has sights set on moving dealers significantly forward in 2011.

Alex Snyder
 Alex Snyder is the Director of Product Research at Dealer.com. He is responsible for 
helping shape the future of the company’s product line.
 Prior to joining Dealer.com, Mr. Snyder was the director of e-commerce at Checkered Flag 
Automotive Group.  Alex was instrumental in their becoming a top 100 e-Commerce Dealer in 
varying automotive publications, as well as the No. 1 dealership website of the year in 2008.
 Since 2006 Alex has been a main contributor to DealerRefresh working to better the 
industry with Jeff Kershner. In 2010 Alex won the Automotive Website Awards (AWA) 
Lighthouse Award for his contributions to the automotive industry. You can view more about Alex on LinkedIn: 
http://www.linkedin.com/in/alexsnyder

Glenn Pasch
Glenn Pasch is the  COO of PCG Digital Marketing. He has more than 20 years of 

experience in training and managing individuals. He has worked in the direct marketing 
industry, including hands-on sales training, project management,  as well as organizational 
development and performance consultant services.
 He has a proven track record of leading diverse teams of professionals to new levels of 
achievement in a variety of highly competitive markets and fast paced environments. In 
addition, he personally coached thousands of front line sales and customer service agents as 
well hundreds of management personnel.
 He continues to author articles for industry publications as well as continuing his successful Side by Side 
Coach Blog. He is a speaker whose energetic, straight forward style of coaching and training connects with 
audiences and leaves them with tangible tools they can utilize immediately. Glenn Pasch is a member of SOCAP, 
ATA, ICF and The American Society for Training and Development as well as a member of the Board of Directors 
for the NY Metro Chapter of the ATA.

Matt Murray
Matt Murray is the Director of Digital Marketing at Dealer.com. His knowledge of search 

and social media have allowed him to become an irreplaceable resource for both employees 
and clients. He is an expert in automotive internet marketing and has helped thousands of 
dealers maximize their investment in internet marketing and Dealer.com’s tools and business 
processes.
 Matt will be sharing with conference attendees his insights into paid search advertising 
and how car dealers can plan, implement, measure, and gain rewards from a successful SEM 
strategy.  As paid digital advertising becomes a larger portion of car dealer budgets, it is critical that dealers 
understand how paid search works and how to inspect operational campaigns.

Christine Rochelle
 A freelance writer from the forbidden place known as New Jersey, Christine Rochelle has 
been writing since she could hold a pencil. Christine dove into the blogging world soon after 
college and her numerous projects have been featured in The New York Post, DailySingle,
Crushable and LifeStyler. 
 Besides writing her life away, Christine has worked as a production assistant for a 
network dot com, worked for famed editor Bonnie Fuller and spent four months teaching 
(and blogging) in Vietnam. Combining all of her media experiences, Christine now specializes 
in SEO content development at PCG Digital Marketing and blogs for AOL and Digital Dames. Christine’s goal 
is to break down what works and what doesn’t work for online readers and why quality content is the key to 
digital marketing success.  
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D i g i t a l   M a r k e t i n g   S t r a t e g i e s   C o n f e r e n c e                         N a p a   F e b   1 - 3 ,   2 0 1 1 

Tuesday, February 1
Attendees fly into San Francisco Airport (SFO) on Tuesday afternoon.

Guests will arrange their own transportation to Napa Marriot.

3:00 pm  Registration opens
4:00 pm Roundtable Work Groups with Industry Experts

Guests that arrive early can sit down with guest speakers and sponsors to discuss their specific dealership needs, 
challenges, and educational goals. This session will help to customize the assistance we give attendees. Take 
advantage of the experience by engaging with industry mentors and specialists that have the knowledge and 
that are willing to help.

6:00 pm Cocktail Reception
7:00 pm Opening Conference Dinner – Sponsored by TKCarsites.com

Wednesday, February 2 
Three workshop sessions will be held each day. Attendees will be divided into three groups each day so they 
attend all workshop sessions. Workshop leaders will repeat their workshop three times this day so everyone can 
experience their session without conflicts.

Day One Workshops Lead By:
 Alex Snyder – Making The Internet and Showroom Work Together
 Gary May – Dealer Branding Strategies That Create A Destination Store
 Glenn Pasch – Customer Service & Reputation Management Strategies

7:00 - 8:00  Full Breakfast – Sponsored by Dealertrend.com
8:00 - 9:00  General Session I – Creating A Digital Marketing Strategy for 2011 (Brian Pasch)
9:00 - 10:30  Workshops
10:30 - 11:00  Coffee Break
11:00 - 12:30  Workshops
12:30 - 1:30  Lunch  & Speaker
1:30 - 3:00  Workshops
3:00 - 4:00  General Session II - Integrated Marketing Strategies for 2011 (Sean Wolfington)
4:30 - 6:30  Wine Tasting Optimization (WTO)
6:30 - 9:00  Dinner with Speaker

Thursday, February 3
Three workshop sessions will be held each day. Attendees will be divided into three groups each day so they 
attend all workshop sessions. Workshop leaders will repeat their workshop three times this day so everyone can 
experience their session without conflicts.

Day Two Workshops Lead By:
 Matt Murray – Leveraging Paid Advertising Strategies in 2011
 Brian Pasch – Winning Search Engine Optimization Strategies for 2011
 Christine Rochelle – Content Writing Strategies To Increase Website Traffic

7:00 - 8:00  Full Breakfast - Speaker
8:00 - 9:00  General Session III – Integrating Online Digital Marketing Education (Jared Hamilton)
9:00 - 10:30  Workshops
10:30 - 11:00  Coffee Break
11:00 - 12:30  Workshops
12:30 - 1:30  Lunch & Speaker
1:30 - 3:00  Workshops
3:00 - 4:00  General Session IV – The Evolution of Social Media Strategies for 2011 (JD Rucker)
4:30 - 6:30  Wine Tasting Optimization (WTO)
6:30 - 9:00  Dinner with Speaker

Friday, February 4
7:30  Breakfast
9:00  Bus Departs to San Francisco to arrive no later than 11:00 am

CONFERENCE
AGENDA
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2011 Digital Marketing Strategies Conference REGISTRATION

February 1-3, 2011
Napa Valley Marriott Hotel 
3425 Solano Avenue, Napa, CA, 94558, USA
Phone: 1-707-253-8600
Fax: 1-707-258-1320
www.napavalleymarriott.com

The registration fee for the PCG two day Workshops only is $850, which includes: 
 • Dinner and Cocktails on Tuesday, February 1st
 • Breakfast and Lunch on Wednesday February 2nd
 • Breakfast and Lunch on Thursday February 3rd
 • Access to all workshops on Wednesday and Thursday
 • Thumb-drive with all workshop materials to use at your dealership
 • Copy of Automotive SEO Study Book
 • Wine Tasting Tours and Transportation on Wednesday and Thursday afternoon.
 • Transportation on Friday to the 2011 San Francisco NADA Convention
 • Face to face time with Brian Pasch, Industry Leaders, and PCG Digital Marketing experts.

Additional Considerations
Hotel Rooms – We have negotiated a discounted rate of $139 a night at the Napa Valley Marriot Hotel. 
Conference attendees must call to reserve your rooms at this discounted rate. We will provide you with a discount 
code once we receive your workshop payment. Attendees are free to stay at any hotel they wish, room rates are 
not included in your registration fee. We recommend that you fly in on Tuesday afternoon and check out on 
Friday morning, which will be three nights.

Evening Meals - We have arranged for two group meals on Wednesday and Thursday Night which will include 
bus transportation to and from the restaurants, wine, food, tax and tips.  If attendees want cocktails, it would be 
billed directly on a separate check.  Attendees can also opt to go out for dinner individually which is why the 
dinner package is optional.  Dinner Package Per Person is $120 for both nights.

Transportation to NADA – We will be arranging for bus transportation for the group on Friday, February 4th
to depart at 9:00 am and head to San Francisco.  The bus will make stops at the major conference hotels. If you 
would like to come with us on the bus, it will be included in the conference fee.

Rentals Cars – We don’t think you will need a rental car since we’ll have buses for meals at night and if you are 
going on your own, you can get a taxi. That being said, a rental car would be good if you plan to do your own 
scouting of Napa at night. Since guests will be coming in at different times, we will provide attendees with 
companies that can drive them from SFO airport on Tuesday out to the Marriot. Aside from that cost, the rest
will be included in your fee.

Flight Recommendations – Please schedule your flights to arrive on Tuesday, February 1st. Workshop attendees 
can gather informally on Tuesday evening in the hotel. When booking your flight consider arriving in the morning 
or early afternoon on the 1st to allow for inclement weather that might delay a flight. February is an unforgiving 
month for weather and flight delays so early arrival is better.

Book Your Attendance Now – We encourage you to sign-up early because attendance will be limited to give all 
attendees personalized attention. Use the Paypal links on our site

 http://www.digitalmarketingstrategies.org/digital-marketing-strategies/registration

which will allow you to use any credit card to book your attendance. You have two options: just the workshops or 
workshops and the dinner package for two nights. Use the drop-down menu to see your choices.

CONFERENCE
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